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ticularly in group instruction. The teacher
who depends on drill and drudgery to get
results, in the hope that interest may be inspired later, is almost out of the picture,
however capable he may have been as a
musician. Good musicianship and good
pedagogy both are needed to meet modern
requirements, and it is because music teachers are meeting these requirements that
there is so much ground for encouragement
in the present situation and so much of
promise for the future.
C. M. Tremaine
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stamped with foreign approval to the neglect and even discredit of that which is
native. This was formerly the case in the
field of literature and even more recently in
the field of painting, as evidenced by the
expatriation of Henry James, Whistler, and
Sargent. Fortunately, our authors and
painters are no longer enslaved by this imbecile snobbishness. Not so our musicians.
Of course, nothing could be more injurious to music in America than the pushing of
mediocre musicians merely because they are
American—save one thing: the pushing of
mediocre musicians merely because they are
THE ANTIDOTE TO SNOBforeign. America is suffering from both of
BISHNESS
these evils—to some extent from the first,
THE growth of musical appreciation incalculably from the second—with the rein America during the past twenty sult that American musicians, even those
years and the improvement in musi- who have achieved the highest recognition
cal taste has been nothing less than phenom- abroad, are often relegated to the backenal. This gratifying development is large- ground or, at best, accepted with patronizly the result of increasing musical activity ing condescension. So long as American
in educational institutions from the public musicians are subjected to such humiliating
schools up to the colleges and universities. and cramping conditions, a native musician
Nowhere in the world are audiences more will remain a remote probability.
eager to hear or so generous in their reThis evil can only be remedied by the permuneration. America has become the El
meating and vivifying rays of culture, the
Dorado of musicians from all parts of the
one antidote to snobbishness. And it is just
globe.
here that the educational institutions can be
While we may congratulate ourselves on
of the greatest service. Appreciation of the
this remarkable progress and be justifiably
music
of other lands is a worthy and valproud of it, it is at the same time depressing
uable
achievement,
principally as a stepping
to note that we are lagging behind the rest
of the civilized world in both the creative stone to the achievement of a music of our
and interpretative fields. This condition is own. This is the real musical problem
due certainly to no lack of educational op- which confronts us today, a problem deportunities. A detailed discussion of the serving the deepest thought and the most
various factors contributing to this discour- purposeful activity on the part of educaaging situation would carry us beyond the tional leaders in America.
limits of this article. But one factor at
John Powell
least should be specifically mentioned and
stressed. This factor, to put it bluntly, is
snobbishness, which, paradoxically enough,
The National Education Association will
seems to be the especial weakness of de- build in 1930 a seven-story annex to the
mocracies: a tendency to run after those present headquarters building in Washingthings which are remote and exotic or ton, D. C.

